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In the Shadow of Douma Revelations, the Baghdad
“Rocket Strike” Is an Obvious Fraud
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The Trump administration’s war hawks couldn’t have asked for a more docile casus belli
than  the  Katyusha  rocket  that  landed  a  mile  outside  the  US  embassy  in  Baghdad’s
American-occupied Green Zone on Sunday night, sparing persons, property, and the pride of
a president who must have begun to doubt whether the mounting tensions between the US
and Iran had any basis  in  reality  at  all  –  or  whether  the deliberately  vague “credible
intelligence” on the Iranian “threat” supplied by the Mossad was not a trick to convince the
US to take out Israel’s last regional rival. 

The  plucky  little  rocket  injured  no  one,  and  the  launcher  that  fired  it  was
immediately recovered by Iraqi security services in a canal in East Baghdad, which Israeli
media breathlessly reported is “home to Iran-backed Shiite militias.” Authorities found no
clues  as  to  who  had  fired  the  rocket,  but  a  narrative  trap  was  clearly  being  laid.  “Non-
emergency” US government personnel had been safely bundled out of the Iraqi embassy by
the State Department last Wednesday, supposedly due to an “imminent threat” from Iran,
and even Exxon-Mobil had interrupted its plunder of Iraq’s resources, pulling 30 engineers
off a Basra oil field as a “temporary precautionary measure.”

Despite  its  uselessness  as  an  offensive  measure,  the  lonely  rocket  fulfills
the purposefully broad criteria set forth by “Rapture Mike” Pompeo earlier this month when
he warned that any attacks on “US interests or citizens” by “Iran or its proxies” would be
met with a “swift and decisive” response. In a “coincidence” that should surprise no one, the
malignant manatee followed those remarks with a statement celebrating Israel’s National
Day and promising to “work toward a safer, more stable, and more prosperous” – and
presumably depopulated of all those pesky Persians – “Middle East.”

If  Iran  wants  to  fight,  that  will  be  the  official  end  of  Iran.  Never  threaten  the
United States again!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) May 19, 2019

Trump met with Bolton and other members of his cabinet on Sunday night to discuss the
strike.  While the State Department made ominous noises,  its  statement officially  found no
responsibility as yet; the president, however, had apparently made up his mind who to
blame, and Bolton made up his mind decades ago.

It’s unlikely this will  be the last provocation, either. Despite an “emergency” visit from
Pompeo to Baghdad earlier this month in which he paid lip service to Iraqi “independence”
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while warning “any attack by Iran or its proxies on American forces in Iraq would affect the
Iraqi government too,” Iraqi ambassador to Russia Haidar Mansour Hadi has said in no
uncertain terms that Iraq will not allow the US to use it as a staging ground for an invasion
of  Iran.  A  few  people  would  presumably  have  to  die  or  be  kidnapped  before  the
Iraqis permit their country to be used as a launchpad for World War III by someone whose
idea of international diplomacy is basically “that’s a nice sovereign nation you got there –
sure would be a shame if we had to invade it a third time.” Though with 5,000 American
troops still stationed in Iraq nearly a decade after Obama supposedly ended that war, the
second invasion never really finished.

Unwilling to allow Mossad to hog the credit for predicting “Iran”‘s curiously self-defeating act
of amateur rocketry, the State Department issued a Level 4 travel advisory on Wednesday,
warning US citizens in Iraq that they are at “high risk for violence and kidnapping” from
“numerous terrorist and insurgent groups” as well as “anti-US sectarian militias” – who also
threaten “western companies.” That warning followed a similar notice from the US Maritime
Administration cautioning ships passing through the Strait of Hormuz to give the US a few
days notice, the better to attack them and blame Iran – er, protect them.

The Baghdad rocket attack, almost a carbon copy of the pointless “Hamas rocket strikes”
Israel  stages  whenever  it  wants  to  derail  peace  talks  or  just  flatten  a  few blocks  in  Gaza,
comes almost exactly a week after four oil tankers mysteriously sprouted holes in their sides
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just below the water line, large enough to attract attention but small enough not to spill a
single drop of precious oil or risk sinking the vessels. An anonymous US military source was
breathlessly  quoted  blaming  the  “sabotage”  on  Iran  the  day  after  the  “attack,”  as
if Americans had learned nothing in Syria other than that rushing into war without all the
facts is a great way to cheer up Lockheed Martin stockholders.

Given  the  newly-leaked  OPCW  report  confirming  that  last  year’s  “chemical  attack”  in
Douma, which was immediately pinned on Bashar al-Assad without a shred of evidence
based on the word of Oscar-winning terrorist head-choppers the White Helmets, was instead
the work of anti-government rebels, the US should be doubly cautious about retaliating
against any perceived attack. But Bolton and Pompeo have been baying for Iranian blood for
over  a  decade  now,  and  even  the  most  transparently  absurd  excuse  will  do  (the
Onion’s headline “Bleeding John Bolton stumbles into Capitol Building claiming that Iran shot
him” barely counts as satire).

Even  if  Iran,  which  has  repeatedly  said  it  does  not  want  war  with  the  US,  suddenly
developed a death wish, it wouldn’t waste its critical first strike on an abandoned building a
mile  from the American embassy –  not  when there’s  billions  of  dollars  worth  of  juicy
American aircraft carrier sitting in the Gulf, one well-placed missile away from Davy Jones’
locker.

Like the Douma “chemical attack,” this rocket strike does not benefit the government in any
way. Iran has nothing to gain by bringing down the full force of the American regime-change
machine on its head by crossing Pompeo’s ridiculously vague red line (more of a red blob,
really), even if, per the Pentagon’s own 2002 ‘war-gaming’ of the conflict, the US is unlikely
to win the resulting war. Just as Nikki Haley’s warning that Assad would be blamed for all
chemical attacks was a green light to rebel groups to stage false flag events and pin them
on the government, so the Trump administration has essentially issued an open invitation to
all Iran’s enemies to attack something – anything – in the CENTCOM region and point to
Tehran as the culprit.

As usual, the only winner in this scenario is Israel, whose PM Benjamin Netanyahu actually
had the chutzpah to tell US officials that his country wasn’t interested in direct participation
in the war he’s been trying to start for the better part of three decades – even as his military
official was in the New York Times trying to goad Trump into firing the first shot.

“If the Americans now act like nothing happened — ‘Iran didn’t spit on us, it’s only rain’ – it’s
catastrophic, because it’s saying to the Iranians, ‘We won’t interfere.’ What kind of Middle
East will we face when it’ll be clear to other countries that Americans are not ready to fulfill
what people expect them to do?” Israeli military intelligence officer Yaakov Amidror asked,
horrified by a world in which Israel is not able to run around throwing sand in the faces of
the bigger kids on the geopolitical playground, safe in the knowledge that Big Daddy ‘Murica
will come to its rescue, guns blazing. Saudi Arabia, too, has also claimed it wants no part of
this war, even as it joins the US in blaming Iran for the holes in its ships and continues to
blame Iran for the Houthis’ refusal to lay down and die in Yemen.

Nor have the US’ usual partners in war crime taken the bait. British Maj. Gen. Chris Ghika,
deputy commander of the US-led anti-ISIS coalition, told reporters on Tuesday there was “no
increased threat from Iranian-backed forces in Iraq and Syria,” triggering a sharp rebuke
from the Pentagon, and Spain actually withdrew its ship from the US-led carrier strike
group  dispatched  last  month  to  the  Gulf,  determined  to  avoid  getting  roped  into  an
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extremely unattractive conflict.

I’ve already commented on the curiously threadbare quality of the US’ anti-Iran propaganda
– for some reason, the American people aren’t being fed the usual Manichaean dramas
starring  “animal  Assad”  or  Gaddafi-the-rapist.  It’s  unsettling  how  little  effort  is
being expended to sell us what will certainly be the most ruinous war we’ve faced in a
lifetime: recycled physics-defying threats about missiles fired from small boats, warnings of
sleeper-cell militias Tehran can activate with a word, and the constantly-repeated-but-still-
untrue line that Iran is the world’s top sponsor of terror are hardly sufficient to convince a
country to act against its interests. Perhaps after the utter failure of the latest regime-
change operation in Venezuela, the ruling class has realized that their persuasion skills have
gotten soft. Meanwhile, instead of creating and amplifying western propaganda, they’ve
merely silenced Iranian media, knocking out PressTV’s YouTube channel.

Americans  are  familiar  with  the  tragedy  of  how  shortsighted  greed  destroyed  the
country’s industrial base in the latter half of the twentieth century. But can we no longer
even manufacture consent? Or have the powers that be realized they no longer need
the consent of the governed to wage war in the service of empire?

*
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